
China to take part in investigation of
China Eastern flight

Chinese aviation authorities said Tuesday that they will join the
investigation into the emergency landing of a China Eastern flight in

Australia. [File Photo]

Chinese aviation authorities said Tuesday that they will join the
investigation into the emergency landing of a China Eastern flight in
Australia, and will consider issuing an airworthiness directive if it was
caused by a design or manufacturing fault.

China Eastern Airlines flight MU736, heading to Shanghai Sunday night, was
forced to return to Sydney when the crew noticed “cracks” on the Airbus
A330’s engine cowling shortly after takeoff.

The crew made the “right decision” to return, and the plane landed safely
with no reported injuries, according to Tang Weibin with the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC).

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau will look into the incident in
accordance with the international civil aviation convention, while the CAAC
and Rolls-Royce, manufacturer of the plane’s engine, will also participate in
the investigation, he said.

There have been reports of similar trouble with the UK-produced Trent-700
engine, according to Tang.

The CAAC will be informed of the latest investigation findings, and will
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consider issuing an airworthiness directive if the incident was caused by a
design or manufacturing fault, said Wang Jingling, another CAAC official.

31 arrested in 4-mln-yuan telecom
fraud in Shanghai

Shanghai police have apprehended 31 people in connection with 1,300
telecommunication fraud cases with total illegal gains of 4 million yuan
(590,000 U.S. dollars).

The gang asked for “brokerage fees” for fake loans, Li Shidong, of the public
security department in Shanghai’s Jinshan District, said Tuesday.

Police started investigating the case in late March, when a resident surnamed
Chen told police he was asked to pay 4,500 yuan via the social networking app
WeChat to obtain a loan.

After he made a 4,000 yuan down payment of the brokerage fee, the loan was
rejected, with no money returned.

Police found more than 1,300 similar cases had been reported from November
2016 to April 2017, with victims across the country.

With the help of police in Shandong Province, the gang was arrested in late
May in Liaocheng City, Shandong.

Twenty of the suspects will face fraud charges, said Li.

Police catch 808 in major Internet
financial fraud case

Police in central China’s Hubei Province have raided an Internet fraud gang
and detained 808 members, making it the largest online financial fraud group
uncovered in China.

The public security bureau in Wuhan, Hubei’s capital, said on Tuesday that
the group used both telecommunication networks and illegal Internet finance
websites to attract investors to its stock and futures schemes.

Its 800-plus members worked in office buildings pretending to be securities
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clerks.

In a coordinated operation, more than 1,000 police officers raided the gang’s
10 sites in Wuhan, seizing evidence of fraud, including 800 computers, 2,000
mobile phones and 3,000 bank cards.

The police investigation found that the gang started setting up a number of
firms in 2015 and recruited professionals to provide securities analysis and
consulting services on financial products including stocks, futures, precious
metals and foreign exchange trading.

The exact amount of funds involved is unknown at this time as the
investigation is still under way.

Gas poisoning kills 9 at home
reservoir construction site

Nine people have died after a gas leak at a construction site on Monday in
south China’s Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, authorities said Tuesday.

Investigation results said the toxic gas was produced under high temperature
after the reservoir was closed for 32 days.

The leak was discovered when a man, identified by his surnamed Huang, lost
consciousness around 9 a.m. Monday while working in reservoir pit at his home
in Tangna Village, Pingguo County.

Eight villagers who attempted to rescue him also fell unconscious.

The nine were rushed to hospital, where they later died despite medical
attention.

Fuzhou Initiative appeals for greater
BRICS cooperation
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Song Tao, head of the International Department of the Communist Party of
China (CPC) Central Committee, addresses the closing ceremony of the BRICS
Politial Parties, Think-tanks and Civil Society Organizations Forum in
Fuzhou, capital of southeast China’s Fujian Province, June 12, 2017.
[Photo/Xinhua]

Representatives of political parties, think tanks and non-governmental
organizations in the five member nations of BRICS gathered in Fuzhou for a
two-day forum and released the Fuzhou Initiative on Monday appealing for
enhanced cooperation among BRICS countries.

The political parties, think tanks and civil society organizations from BRICS
and several developing countries met in Fuzhou to exchange views and share
experiences surrounding issues of common interest, with an aim to enhance
cooperation among BRICS countries and with other emerging markets and
developing countries. Recommendations will be submitted to the upcoming BRICS
Summit in Xiamen scheduled for September.

“The deepening of all-round practical cooperation and the realization of
mutual benefits and win-win results serve as an important foundation for
BRICS partnership,” the initiative document stated. “BRICS countries should
prioritize pragmatism and innovation in their cooperation in a manner that
addresses the key social and economic challenges affecting their own
countries respectively.”

It pointed out that BRICS countries should also intensify policy
communication, expand the scope of cooperation, tap the potential of
cooperation, increase and deepen cooperation with other emerging markets and
developing countries, combat corruption and build clean governance.

The participants of the BRICS Political Parties, Think-tanks and Civil



Society Organizations Forum also viewed that people-to-people and cultural
exchanges play an important role in cementing BRICS strategic partnership and
garnering public support for BRICS cooperation.

“Enjoying rich cultural resources, BRICS countries should capitalize on their
respective advantages to actively engage in and collectively promote ever
deepening and substantial people-to-people and cultural exchanges, so as to
effectively enhance engagement and a sense of recognition for the peoples of
BRICS countries,” it said.

The initiative forwarded that BRICS countries should intensify political and
security cooperation, enhance coordination and make collective voices heard
on major international and regional issues. “In countering terrorism, BRICS
countries should enhance sharing of intelligence and experience as well as
capacity building.”

Addressing the closing ceremony, Song Tao, head of the International
Department of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee, said in
his speech that BRICS political parties, think tanks and non-governmental
organizations should facilitate cooperation that will elevate BRICS members
to their role as practitioners of new globalization, advocators for new
global governance and forerunners of new South-South cooperation.


